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THINGS HAVE GONE SURPRISINGLY quiet
on the standalone CD-R front. While
computer-bound drives have undoubtedly

eaten into the market there’s also been a drop in the
excitement value of the standalone variety. This is
because the market has stabilised (there are now
fewer brands playing) and the boxes themselves
have matured to the point where most now have
most of the features and tricks that were lacking on
the earlier incarnations.

The Marantz CDR510 is a good example of where
things are at. It’s a dual drive machine with a recorder
and a playback drive and a veritable jamboree of I-O
on the back. Now I’m a great fan of the Marantz
CDR500 as it’s a nicely rounded and well-featured box
that does pretty much everything I would want from
such a machine. You’d be forgiven for thinking that
the CDR510 is purely a repackaging exercise.

However, I am reliably informed that internally it is
quite a different beast as the newer machine’s extra
features have necessitated a different approach to the
insides. The CD drive can play back a finalised MP3
disc and you can copy this audio across to the CD-R
drive in a dedicated mode. I’ll fly back over that one
again, you can’t duplicate MP3 disks but you can play
back a chunk of MP3 and record it on to a CD-R. Why
you would want to, beats me.

Other copy modes include double speed, single
speed listen and a double speed with automatic
finalising. Gone is the Disc at Once mode of the
CDR500 — one of its unique selling points at the time
— which has been dropped, I am reliably informed,
because people weren’t using it.

You can increment tracks automatically from a
variety of triggers, do it manually, or put the machine
into a state where it will set a track mark every minute.
That’s actually very useful if you’re in a situation
where you’re putting data on and would rather be
watching things like levels and source changeovers
than being meticulous about start markers. Or, in a
police situation for that matter, when you’ve

interviewed a criminal and want to go back to 19
minutes precisely to hear what he called you just
before he attacked you.

Of course, it’ll do sync and fully manual recording
from external inputs and it’ll remember the last mode
you used so you can initiate it with one press of the
Record button. Significantly, on the back panel you’ll
find an RS-232C port for external control.

The principles of how you get around the machine
are largely identical to the CDR500 and when you hold
them side by side are there are only detailed
differences. There are dedicated buttons for most major
modes, and you move around and adjust parameters
in any menus courtesy of a centrally-positioned dial
that you press to make. The display is good, it gives
you icons for significant modes, and the meters are
nicely weighted.

A tiny LED near the CD tray reminds me that the
CDR510’s play drive offers +/-12% pitch adjustment.
It’s also black like all Marantz pro boxes are these
days. I’m not that bothered about these sorts of
corporate identity issues but there was something
dignified and different about the original beige boxes.
Oddly enough, the remote control is silver; the ones
that came with the beige units were always black...

The infrared remote offers a few more buttons over
the previous one but then there are a few more
functions to get to. You can also go for a wired remote
option if you prefer as the sockets are provided on the
rear on the unit. I wasn’t going to mention that, like
the CDR500, CD Text input is laborious from the front
panel and from the remote; but I just have. However,
we live in a phone Texter world, so maybe my time
has now passed.

The beauty of the arrangement is that you can treat
the machine as a copier, a dual drive ‘changer’, or regard
its drives as two separate and distinct entities. This is
facilitated by superb back panel connectivity. The CD
gets phono analogue outs with a phono SPDIF. The CD-
R has balanced XLR or phono inputs (switch selectable
and with 22dB trimmers for the balanced feed), phono

output, SPDIF phono in, out and loop through, and an
optical input. Only a balanced output is missing.

It’s a nice package that is well put together and well
screwed together. I had a lot of fun with it. You get the
impression that it wants to play CD multichangers but
this can be suppressed and its installation-oriented
facilities do not obscure or detract from its core studio-
oriented appeal.

MP3 playback on a studio machine with balanced
XLR inputs and rack ears? Well, why not? Aside from
a computer, I don’t own any other means of playing
back MP3. Following the teachings of the Reverend
Daley (see p72) I found it invaluable to be able to
crush some alternate MP3 mixes up on to a CD to see
what the results sounded like with the CDR510
hooked up to a variety of ‘best’ playback systems. It’s
something I’d never done before.

The audio performance is good (I’m not talking MP3s
now) and Marantz still gets my vote for its headphones
amps. I would miss the Disc at Once mode though.

I like the CDR510 and found it a pleasure to use. If
you think about the scope for confusion that so many
different modes and settings on a dual transport
machine represent, then you have to commend
Marantz for implementing them all in a manner that
makes it look simple. It’s a great machine that offers a
lot of versatility and exceptional value for money. ■

Marantz CDR510
Bringing dual-deck CD/CD-R functionality to a broader market and adding RS-232C control and MP3 playback, Marantz’s latest box has a

lot going for it. ZENON SCHOEPE evaluates progress and concedes that he is not part of the Texter generation.
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Simple to use; dual deck versatility;
good connectivity; the MP3 aspect
might be useful to you.

No Disc at Once mode; the MP3 aspect
might not be useful to you.
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